November 12, 2014

Scenario Senior Management
Company President, Malcolm Batten, today formally announced the Scenario Co. senior leadership
team. Robert Sirgiovanni and Paul Buckley will share responsibility for overall management and
strategic vision as company Vice Presidents. Tom Stapleton will manage day-to-day activities as Director
of Operations, whilst, Louis Sciuto will act as Chief Financial Officer.
President, Malcolm Batten, declared, “the combination of talent and experience of these four
individuals ensures a future of innovation guided by discipline and trust.”
Robert Sirgiovanni - Vice President
Robert has been a member of the Cockram team from 1987, and he became a
director and shareholder in 2004. He has been instrumental in the success of
the Cockram Scenario Project Team and has undertaken an expansive agenda
for Scenario. He has strong client communication and coordination skills gained
through extensive experience of complicated building services, refurbishment
and pharmaceutical projects. Having lived in Asia for many years Rob is a
regular speaker on the challenges and successes of the Construction industry in
this market.
Paul Buckley - Vice President
Paul founded Scenario in 1988, and has overseen the evolution and growth of
the core team to international leadership. He has consistently pushed the
envelope of innovation in construction and specialty fabrication for theme
parks, incorporating parametric 3D digital modeling with robotic manufacturing
before this became commonplace in the industry. He has built a team of
managers, technical specialists, artisans and artists who have been stalwarts of
the team from its inception. Quality, problem solving and safety are the guiding
principles by which Paul will continue to lead the Scenario team forward.
Tom Stapleton - Director of Operations
Tom is a founding member of the Scenario team. Through his committed focus,
and talent for organizing complex projects, Tom has developed strong teams
and individual relationships across the global theming industry. Through his
background in construction and management, Tom has shepherded the
evolution of Scenario from a niche specialty fabrication company to a wellrespected international leader in its field. Tom has lead teams delivering
multiple attractions in Los Angeles, Orlando, Tokyo, Osaka, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Dubai and Shanghai. Tom’s patient and thoughtful approach in the often
chaotic process of complex construction has continually delivered high quality
projects for the most exacting of customers.
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Louis Sciuto - Chief Financial Officer
Louis joined Cockram in 1996 and became a director and shareholder in 2004,
following several years working for a multinational corporation specialising in
international tax. Louis is highly skilled in business financial processes and has
implemented and streamlined many of the accounting processes throughout
Cockram. Louis is a registered tax agent and a 20 year member of the
Australian Society of Accountants. He has the international experience and
acumen to efficiently manage all Scenario’s financial activities in the US, Asia
and Middle East.

Scenario operates out of offices in Glendale, California; Shanghai, China and Dubai, UAE with an office
soon to open in Hong Kong. A full profile can be found at www.cockramscenario.com.
About Scenario
Scenario is a multinational show contractor delivering comprehensive Contracting and Construction Management
services for Attractions, Themed Lands and Theme Parks. Scenario’s history of successful projects for top tier
customers is enhanced by the resources and experience of Cockram Construction with an international
management staff of over 500 and projects more than $1B US under management.
Contact:
Paul Buckley - Vice President - paul.buckley@cockramscenario.com
Jay Decker - Business Development - jay.decker@cockramscenario.com
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